We care about our environment

KCROWN

TM

Think Green

Kcrown is an “Eco friendly green” company.
We focus on satisfying our customer’s needs and the
quality of our products. We pride ourselves on the
extra care in designing our paper.

Why choose “Kcrown” products ?
Our company uses only the finest pulp and is rid of any harmful chemicals. Strict incoming
quality controls are monitored during the process consistency and performing outgoing
quality assurance of all products leaving our premises.
We are always in search of what is new to the market, improving in all
aspects. Strategic planning methods are used to develop new innovative
concepts within the industry.
Our customers are of high value to us and we regard them as an asset to
building and developing Kcrown. Customer’s input is always welcome and
we all work together to gain a better knowledge of each other’s needs,
creating a more sustainable future for our planet.
We believe you will have total satisfaction because you simply deserve the best.

What is Kcrown Green Choice ?
Kcrown Green Choice is made from sugarcane bagasse and bamboo.
Pulp from these resources are significantly more “environmentally friendly” than wood pulp as the carbon
harvested is re-absorbed during the next year’s growth, in comparison to tree growth, which is 8 – 12 years.
Sugar is produced from the leaves of the sugarcane plants by a natural process
called photosynthesis and is stored as a sweet juice in its fibrous stalks.
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After crushing the sugarcane stalks and its juices have been extracted, the
remaining cane fibre called Bagasse is then used to manufacture paper.
Bagasse can also provide nearly all of the fuel required to power the mills.
Bamboo is a fast growing grass that can be harvested every three years. In fact,
Bamboo is one of the fastest growing plants on the planet and it is capable of
growing to 100cm or more in a day.
Another benefit of Bamboo is that it is naturally anti-bacterial therefore it
doesn’t require any pesticides or fertilizers to ward off insects.
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By using these products, you are contributing in saving thousands of trees
being cut down, which will damage our environment. With your help, we can
create a more sustainable future for our planet.
Instead of burning off emissions which causes pollution, we re-use the
sugarcane bagasse and bamboo which assists in creating a healthier
environment. Our Green Choice products are soft and have a tensile strength at
the same level as pure wood pulp products. It is lint free and no calcium
carbonate fillers were added.

Please visit our web site for more information

www.kcrown.com.au

